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INTRODUCTION: Knowledge of how external loading and knee kinematics affect anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) elongation may be valuable for 
identifying mechanisms of ACL injury and designing ACL injury prevention and rehabilitation protocols [1]. Direct measurement of in vivo ACL strain or 

elongation is challenging and has only been accomplished using invasive procedures [2]. A less invasive technique for estimating ACL elongation in vivo is 

to identify the ACL attachment points in MRI and measure knee kinematics using biplane radiography [3,4]. Previous studies using this technique focused 
on quasi-static lunge and slow walking [3,4], so ACL elongation during more dynamic activities such as walking and running remain unknown. Thus, the 

purpose of the present study was to investigate in vivo native ACL (anteromedial bundle [AMB] and posterolateral bundle [PLB]) elongation over the full 

gait cycle during walking and running. The hypotheses were that (1) the maximum ACL bundle elongations during running would be greater than walking, 
(2) anterior tibial translation would be correlated with the ACL elongation during the stance phase but not the swing phase. 

METHODS: Ten healthy volunteers without any prior knee injuries (Age: 27 ± 4 years; 5 male, 5 female) walked and ran at a self-selected pace (1.4 ± 0.2 

m/s and 2.6 ± 0.4 m/s respectively) on an instrumented treadmill (Bertec corp.) while synchronized biplane radiographs of the knee were acquired at 100 Hz 
(walking) and 150 Hz (running). The study was approved by the institutional review board and all subjects provided written informed consent. Tibiofemoral 

kinematics were determined for each trial using a validated volumetric model-based tracking process that matches subject-specific 3D bone models to the 

biplane radiographs [5]. Four trials were collected from each participant: late swing through mid-stance was imaged in the first two trials, and mid-stance 
through late swing was imaged in the second two trials. Average data of these four trials were used for the analysis. The boundaries of femoral and tibial 

ACL insertions were identified using high-resolution 3T MRI [6]. The ACL insertions were then divided into AMB and PLB using a principal long axis on 

the femur [7] and a projected ACL axis on the tibia [8]. The AMB and PLB centroid-to-centroid distance was calculated from the tracked motion of the 
femur and tibia during walking and running, and these ACL bundle lengths were normalized by their respective lengths during MRI (ACL relative 

elongation) [3,4]. A paired t-test was performed to explore the difference in maximum ACL bundle elongation between walking and running. Stepwise 

multiple regression was performed to explore the relationship between the ACL bundle elongations and the 6 degree-of-freedom kinematics during stance 
and swing phases by using the group average data. Significance was set as P < 0.05. Data are shown as mean ± 95% confidence interval. 

RESULTS: The AMB elongation had one peak, while the PLB had two peak elongations during the stance phase of walking and running (Figure 1). The 

maximum AMB elongation during running (6.7 ± 2.1%) was significantly greater than walking (5.0 ± 1.7%) (P =.043), while the maximum PLB elongation 
during running (1.1 ± 2.1%) was significantly smaller than walking (3.4 ± 2.3%) (P =.014). Multiple regression analysis showed that different kinematic 

variables were correlated to the ACL relative elongation not only between AMB and PLB but also between the stance and swing phases (Table 1). A 

complex relationship between ACL bundle elongation and knee flexion angle was observed (Figure 2).  
DISCUSSION: The main findings of this study were that the maximum AMB elongation was greater during running than walking, while the maximum 

PLB elongation was greater during walking than running. Multiple regression analysis demonstrated a complex relationship between the ACL relative 

elongation and knee kinematics. Specifically, anterior tibial translation was strongly correlated with the ACL elongation during the stance phase, but not the 
swing phase, supporting the second hypothesis. Knee flexion alone is not sufficient to predict the complex elongation pattern of the ACL during dynamic 

functional activities. As an example, Figure 2A and 2C clearly show three different elongations of the AMB at 15° of flexion during walking and 35° of 

flexion during running, suggesting that loading plays a significant role in ACL elongation.  
SIGNIFICANCE/CLINICAL RELEVANCE: In vivo ACL bundle elongations are dependent upon the type of functional activities, and correlated to not 

only knee flexion angle but also other kinematic variables such as anterior tibial translation. The current novel findings are valuable for improving ACL 

reconstruction, for improving injury prevention and rehabilitation protocols and for developing knee musculoskeletal computational models. 
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